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Kitty Davy 
Meher Center, SC 
April 16, 1978 
44:34 

Note: Continues on KG-032B 

Content 
Her Life with Baba 

Film track for Oceanic film 
[Alan is the interviewer, but he doesn't intrude much (good interviewer).] 
[Reminiscing about 1931, Baba's first visit to England. The key to this material is that Kitty 
tells quite a few more details about her family and their interaction with Baba than she put 
in her book, so there is much supplementary material for people familiar with her book.] 

Pretty tough times as England went off the gold standard, must have been in 1931 
  
Kitty taken up short when Baba says that Baba's work is finished in East Challacombe. Find 
somewhere where he can stay in London, and go to America. Baba wanted to stay ten 
days, and Kitty thought she had found a place, and then it fell through. So Baba was told 
that he could stay at Kitty's house: Baba and one other, but not the whole group. Now 
Kitty found some place for the other two. 

Somehow Kitty glosses over the matter of how Kitty got the money for Him to go to 
America. 

Now Kitty moves on to the 1932 business. In response to a question, Kitty says that Baba 
found them, not that they found Baba. Baba said, to Kitty, "You've been with me for ages 
and ages, and before my birth it is known where I will find those with whom I have to 
work in the first part of my mission."  

All those who went with Baba were in East Challacombe and London, and the important 
ones for America were all in New York. Milo Shattuck was there in EC, and after one day 
he sent Milo to New York. He knew Jean and Malcom and also the Watsons. In New York 
he met Elizabeth and Norina. 

Kitty kept involved with teaching music, but she lost interest in it, compared to working for 
Baba. In 1931 Baba spent a month in NY, but Baba cabled to the group that he was 
returning to Paris. 

Tape interruption and starts again. Alan asks about highlights. Somehow the headmistress 
was convinced to let the niece go to Paris, and Baba was there to please them, and Baba 
came back two or three times more to England to see them.  
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In 31 and 32, the job was to love him more, and to become more conscious of his love for 
them. They did try to please Baba more and more. Cables "why no reply" 

At the end of 1932, we were learning to obey him, didn't know how to surrender to him, 
and even up to now, the love we felt for Baba grew as if he had removed one veil. By the 
end of 32, then, they got a little depressed, and then he said they should come to India, 
and go on to China and on to Hollywood to break my silence. Quentin was supposed to 
see that they had everything they needed. Quentin came to London, went to Genoa, and 
SS Victoria through the Suez Canal. We were so excited. Quentin arrived and we got out 
tickets. 

Last day in London was in December 1932 to Knightsbridge Hotel, which is still there. No 
problem with Indians staying there. One girl Christine McNaughton... 

More reminiscences of ’32 and ’33. Death of Christine.    


